A closed set of fluid moment equations is developed which represents kinetic Landau damping physics and which takes a simple form in wave-number space. The linear-response function corresponds to a three-pole (or four-pole) approximation to the plasma dispersion function Z. Alternatively, the response is exact for a distribution function which is close to Maxwellian, but which decreases asymptotically as 1/v' (or 1/v 
This closure method successfully models kinetic resonances (such as Landau damping) not only in one dimension but also in slab geometry where The heat flux moment is q=mjdvf(v -u) . In the I =3 and S=0 limit, Eqs. (4)- (6) ikTk,
and, similarly, Sk = -mnopt2' (v an R for small g leads to the condition gl =2/Jz. Although gl is chosen to fit the low-frequency limit, the closure is used in fluid equations which are automatically valid in the high-frequency limit, and the resulting R3 does a fair job of approximating the Maxwellian R over the full frequency range (Fig. 1) , and is equivalent to an fo(v) which is fairly close to Maxwellian (Fig. 2) .
We obtain more accurate results by applying our closure to a four-moment fluid model. For the first three moments we use Eqs. (4)- (6) There is a missing factor of z in the exponential, it should be e^{i k z}. 
